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1.0 SUMMARY

The Burchell Lake Gold Property consists of 39 mining 
claims in the Moss Township-Burchell Lake region of 
northwestern Ontario. This area has seen a substantial 
increase in staking and exploration activity as direct 
result of the Storirain/Tandem gold discovery near Snodgrass 
Lake.

The prospect lies within the same metavo.lcanic sequence 
as this discovery and the area also hosts two former 
producers: the Moss Gold Mine,and the Coldstream Copper 
Mine.

Ground acquisition was based on reported high-grade Gold 
-Silver-Platinum mineralization along the northwestern shore 
of Burchell Lake.

Worked carried out on the property consists of a very 
limited program of prospecting,geology and geophysics. 
Although no PGE mineralization has yet been encountered,this 
exploration work has revealed widespread felsic-hosted 
pyrite-gold mineralization. VLF surveying has located a 
strong bedrock anomaly which displays corresponding elevated 
gold concentrations. This VLP conductor is situated near a 
regional mafic-felsic contact and raay be indicative of 
volcanogenic Cu-Zn mineralization.

The limited amount of work carried out on the claims has 
been successful in outlining several gold-pyrite zones and 
suggests a favorable environment for volcanogenic base-metal 
mineralization.

Sanders is therefore seeking technical and financial 
support in order to fully evaluate the Burchell Lake Gold 
Property.



2.0 INTRODUCTION

During the period of July 8 to 12 198? T. Sanders 
conducted magnetic and radiometric surveys on 8 claims 
located in the Burchell Lake area of northwestern Ontario. 
The.main economic features of the claim group are: reported 
high-grade gold-silver-platinum mineralization;several 
felsic volcanic-hosted gold-pyrite zones;and a 
strong,bedrock VLP conductor with attendant elevated 
gold-copper values.

Magnetic surveys were undertaken to better define the 
significance of the previously indicated VLF conductor and 
to locate other target areas on the property. Radiometric 
work was carried out in order to delineate zones of potassic 
alteration which then would be suitable targets for 
additional exploration.

3.0 PROPERTY DESCRIPTION,LOCATION and ACCESS

The property is situated near the northern shore of 
Burchell Lake,located about 120 kilometres west of Thunder 
Bay and consists of a contiguous group of 8 unpatented 
mining claims which are owned by T. and J. Sanders of 
Thunder Bay,Ontario.

Access to the property is facilitated by highways 11/17 
and 11 west from Thunder Bay to Kashabowie. At Kashabowie a 
series of gravel and paved roads lead south and west to 
Burchell Lake (Figures:1 and 2).

4.0 EXPLORATION HISTORY

Details concerning previous exploration have been 
compiled from assessment files and relevant government 
geological publications.

In 1895, the Ontario Bureau of Mines briefly examined 
felsic volcanics and quartz porphyries along the 
northwestern shore of Burchell Lake. Sampling from this area 
gave reported assays of upto 0.35 oz. gold, 0.50 oz. 
platinum, and 11 oz. silver. Sampling by the O.B.M. yielded 
values of trace to 0.10 oz. gold (Attachment: 1).

In 1952 Hermes Mines Limited carried out geological 
mapping and prospecting on the southern part of the 
property.

Prom 1955 to 1965 Coldstream Copper Mines conducted 
geophysical and geological surveys together with diamond 
drilling,immediately to the east of the property, along the 
north shore of Burchell Lake.

In 1956 New Alger Mines carried out self-potential and 
vertical loop EM surveys over the northern part of the
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property.

In 1957 Arcadia Nickel Corporation undertook magnetic 
and VLEM surveys,and drilled one short hole on the western 
portion of the claim group.

In 1965 Cominco carried out a regional airborne 
magnetic survey covering the Burchell Lake Area.

In 1982 INGO flew a regional magnetic/radiometric 
survey of the Burchell Lake-Moss Township Area.

In 1985 and 1986 T.Sanders carried out 
line-cutting,geological mapping,prospecting and VLP 
surveying on the claim group.

5.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The consolidated lithologies of the region are of 
Precambrian age (Archean) and form part of the Shebandowan 
-Wawa Subprovince {Superior Structural Province).

In particular the Burchell Lake area is underlain by a 
northeasterly-trending,linear,metavolcanic belt,which is 
flanked to the north by fault-bounded metasediments (Quetico 
Subprovince) and to the south by syenite and granite 
batnoliths. The metavolcanic belt is characterized by an 
inner felsic core and outlying outer mafic margins 
indicating a possible anticlinal structure (Figure:3).

Metasediraents and metavolcanics have been intruded by 
small,felsic to ultramafic,sills and stocks.

Faulting is generally in NE or NW directions.
Metamorphism is of greenschist to lower amphibolite 

grade.

6.0 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

The property is located in the western part of the 
Shebandowan Belt, which is notable for numerous gold and 
base metal prospects. Despite the fact that it is one of the 
oldest mining areas in northern Ontario it has been marked 
by very sporadic exploration activity over the last 100 
years.

The Moss Gold Mine,located 6 miles to the southeast,was 
originally discovered in 1871 and produced 29*948 oz. gold, 
173f365 oz. silver from 143,724 tons during the period of 
1933 "to 1942. The property is currently being revaluated by 
Matt Berry Mines Limited.

The Coldstreara Copper Mine, 2 miles to the east, 
produced approximately 2.1 million tons of ore grading 2.3# 
Cu, 0.01 oz./ton Au, and 0.26 oz./ton Ag.

Recent diamond drilling by Tandem Resources and Storimin 
Exploration on the old Lobanor-Snodgrass Lake 
Prospect,located 4 miles to the southwest, has outlined 
possible reserves of 800,000 tons grading 0.20 oz./ton Au. A 
total of 30,000 feet of diamond drilling has been carried
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out on the property since 1984 and further drilling is 
planned.

During the mid 1970's Gulf Minerals carried out detailed 
diamond drilling on a property located just south of 
Burchell Lake. Although primarily a base metal prospect this 
drilling intersected several low-grade gold-molybdenum zones 
within pyritic felsic volcanics and tuffs.

Exploration and claim staking activity in the area has 
increased with news of the Tandera/Storimin discovery. 
Several large mining companies including GLM Exploration 
Newmont,Noranda,Lacana,Rayrock-Discovery and Inco have 
aquired ground in the region.

7.0 PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property is underlain by an east-northeast to 
easterly-trending differentiated metavolcanic sequence 
(Pigure:4) which consists of a lower felsic to intermediate 
series that is flanked to the north by intermediate to mafic 
metavolcanics.

Intermediate to mafic volcanics are grey-green,fine 
grained to aphanitic,massive flows. Alteration consists of 
weak chloritization and sericitization with isolated 
silicification and heraatization.

Intermediate Volcanics are dark grey-brown to 
grey-black,siliceous,,aphanitic,massive flows.Alteration 
includes weak chloritization and sericitization. Porphyritic 
units are characterized by fine,1 mm round blue quartz 
phenocrysts,and < 2?o i ll-defined , rounded, 
saussuritized,feldspar phenocrysts.

Felsic Metavolcanics are mainly composed of 
siliceous,aphanitic,massive flows of rhyolite composition. 
These vary from a buff cherty-white (silicified) to buff 
(heraatized) appearance.

Alteration consists of moderate sericitization,weak 
isolated chloritization,with later silicification and 
heinatization.



8.0 PREVIOUS EXPLORATION RESULTS

Exploration work on the property has been limited to 
prospecting/sampling,geological mapping ,and VLF surveying . 
Significant results consist of of several felsic 
volcanic-hosted auriferous zones and a strong bedrock VLF 
conductor with attendant elevated gold copper values.

Mineralization on the property consists of widespread 
disseminated and fracture-localized pyrite with rare 
chalcopyrite. Limited sampling carried out thus far has 
outlined several zones which are marked by anomalous gold 
values (500 to 2500 ppb). Indicated auriferous zones may 
also be characterized by the presence of fuchsite,tourmaline 
and fluorite.

9.0 GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

9.1 Line-cutting

All surveys are tied in to a cut and chained grid 
system. Since the trend of underlying volcanics varies from 
southwesterly to easterly two base-lines were required and 
are oriented 050 and 090 . Perpendicular wing-lines 
were established at 400 foot intervals and are marked by 
pickets at 100 foot intervals. All line-cutting and survey 
work was carried out by T. Sanders .

8.2 Magnetic Survey

This survey was carried out with a Scintrex MP-2 model 
magnetometer, readings of total magnetic field were 
routinely taken at 100 foot intervals with 50 foot readings 
over anomalous areas. Correction for diurnal variation was 
made by the loop method; in the cases where closures were 
less than 50 gammas no adjustment to readings were made.

8.3 Radiometric Survey

This survey was conducted with a Scintrex BGS-1SL model 
broad band scintillometer. Readings of gamma ray radiation, 
in terras of counts per second,were taken at 100 foot 
intervals.
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10.0 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

Survey results are presented in plan form (Maps 1 and 
2) at a scale of 1" to 200 feet,anomalies are lettered for 
ease of reference. Fraser filtered VLP data, sampling 
results and general geology are summarized in figure 5.

10.1 Magnetic Survey

The property is chacaterized by moderate magnetic 
relief of about 3000 gammas with a fairly consistant 
background of 59*590 gammas. Most magnetic features are 
lenticular expressions of +S- 200 gammas and may reflect 
smaller scale stratigraphic or structural phenomena.

Anomaly A trends northeast along the northern edge of 
the claim group and is a moderate strength linear expression 
which corresponds with a regional felsic-mafic volcanic 
contact. This anomaly also partially correlates with a 
previously indicated VLF conductor.

Anomaly B consists of a complex zone of moderate to 
strong positive expressions located on claim 811175. These 
features may be in part related to an eastward continuation 
of the volcanic contact outlined by Anomaly A. The stacked 
nature of the magnetic expressions in this area correlate 
with a second felsic volcanic series ( felsic dome or felsic 
cycle) which underlies the northern half of the claim. These 
magnetic features also partially correlate with two 
previously outlined VLF expressions.

Anomaly C consists of an isolated anomaly located on 
line 8W,near the main volcanic-granite contact,and is marked 
by a moderate to strong positive reading flanked to the 
south by a spot magnetic low. This expression is typical for 
either a lithologic contact or underlying fault-shear.

10.2 Radiometric Survey

Background radiation values on the property are fairly 
consistant at about 35 to 45 ops, relief is fairly low at 
110 ops. Most indicated expressions are in the range of 4-/- 
10 ops,relative to background and are not considered to be 
significant.

Anomaly A consists of a broad linear low and correlates 
with an area of swamp and thick overburden.

Anomaly B consists of a moderate strength linear 
expression,within granite, which is interpreted to be 
related to a northeast-trending fault.



11.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Magnetic anomalies B and C should be considered for 
more detailed follow-up work. In particular,the strong 
magnetic anomaly at L 12W/3N is a recommended area for 
trenching and stripping. Other magnetic and all radiometric 
data is inconclusive at this stage and cannot be used to 
target specific areas for additional exploration. The 
significance of the indicated expressions will become more 
apparent with better sampling coverage.

Respectfully Submitted, 
Todd Sanders 
Thunder Bay,Ontario 
September 7 1987
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